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Abstract
The purpose of the present paper is two-fold: on the one hand, to show the existence of a correspondence
unifying Brauer’s and Glauberman’s ones (see Theorem 4.6), and, on the other hand, to give an alterna-
tive proof of Watanabe’s equivalence in [Atumi Watanabe, The Glauberman character correspondence and
perfect isometries for blocks of finite groups, J. Algebra 216 (1999) 548–565]. By the way, we give a
short proof of the coincidence of the Clifford extensions associated with a pair of Glauberman correspon-
dent irreducible representations (see Corollary 4.16), a question that, surprisingly enough, has only been
partially solved recently (see [Morton Harris, Markus Linckelmann, On the Glauberman and Watanabe
correspondences for blocks of finite p-solvable groups, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 354 (2002) 3435–3453]
and [Shigeo Koshitani, Gerhard Michler, Glauberman correspondence of p-blocks of finite groups, J. Al-
gebra 243 (2001) 504–517]).
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. On the one hand, since the very beginning of block theory for finite groups G, by the end
of fifties, Richard Brauer [2] introduces a correspondence mapping any block of the centralizer
of a p-subgroup on a block of G, which depends on an algebra homomorphism—the so-called
Brauer homomorphism—between the centers of the group algebras over a field of characteris-
tic p of the group and of the centralizer of the p-subgroup. On the other hand, by the end of
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spondence—between the set of irreducible characters of G which are fixed by the action of a
solvable group H of automorphisms of G of coprime order, and the set of irreducible characters
of the subgroup GH of H -fixed elements.
1.2. As a matter of fact, by the end of seventies we noticed that, whenever G is the semidirect
product of a p′-group K by a p-group P acting on K , both correspondences coincide1 since the
irreducible characters of K which are fixed by the action of P and the irreducible characters of
the subgroup KP are nothing but blocks of K  P and KP × Z(P ) = CKP (P ), respectively.
Moreover, although the Brauer homomorphism only holds in characteristic p, Michel Broué
showed to us how to compute the image of the lifted idempotents in characteristic zero (see
Lemma 3.8 below). Thus, it could be said that a restricted form of the Glauberman correspon-
dence was extended by Brauer’s homomorphism.
1.3. Recently, a nice result of Atumi Watanabe [22] on an equivalence of blocks throughout
the Glauberman correspondence motivated our revision of this old subject, with the surprise of
finding the existence of a general correspondence including both, the Brauer and the Glauberman
ones. The purpose of the present paper is two-fold; on the one hand, to show the existence
of this Brauer–Glauberman correspondence (see Theorem 4.6 below); and, on the other hand,
to give an alternative proof of Watanabe’s equivalence. By the way, we give a short proof of
the coincidence of the Clifford extensions associated with a pair of Glauberman correspondent
irreducible representations (see Corollary 4.16 below), a question that, surprisingly enough, has
only been partially solved recently (see [11] and [10]).
1.4. This paper is divided in five sections. In Section 2, we set our notation and state the
quoted known results. In Section 3, we rewrite the Brauer and the Broué results that we need in
the sequel. In Section 4, we prove the existence of the Brauer–Glauberman correspondence and
show some consequences. In the last section, we revise Watanabe’s result, giving an alternative
proof.
2. General setting and quoted results
2.1. As explained in the Introduction, when dealing with the Glauberman correspondence,
we consider a solvable group H of automorphisms of our finite group G and then, all the primes
dividing the order |H | of H play the same role, namely have to be noninvertible in our ring of co-
efficients. Thus, in this paper our ring of coefficients is a Dedekind ring R, namely a Noetherian
entire ringR of characteristic zero, with field of fractionsK, such thatRP is a discrete valuation
ring for any nonzero prime ideal P, which allows the possibilityR= Z. Then, it is easy to prove
thatR is integrally closed (cf. [20, Proposition 4, §3, Chapitre I]) and that the dual R-module of
any nonzero finitely generated R-submodule L of K can be identified to another R-submodule
L−1 of K such that (cf. [20, Proposition 5, §3, Chapitre I])
L ·L−1 =R= L−1 ·L. (2.1.1)
1 In his approach to the Glauberman correspondence in [1], Jon Alperin already quotes Brauer’s First Main Theorem,
so the Brauer correspondence.
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prime ideal P of R (cf. [21, (1.5)]) and therefore M is projective.
2.2. Let G be a finite group and consider the group algebra A = RG; as in [15], we call
cocenter of A the following quotient
Z◦(A) = A/[A,A] (2.2.1)
and, choosing a set of representatives X for the conjugacy classes of G and denoting by a◦ the
image of a ∈ A in Z◦(A), it is easily checked that the set {x◦}x∈X is an R-basis of Z◦(A) which
does not depend on the choice of X. It is clear that [A,A] is a Z(A)-submodule of A, so that
Z◦(A) becomes a Z(A)-module.
2.3. Similarly, we consider the dual R-module of the cocenter of A
Z◦(A) = HomR
(
Z◦(A),R
) (2.3.1)
and we denote by {x◦}x∈X the dual R-basis (so that x◦ is well defined for any x ∈ G); in par-
ticular, Z◦(A) is the dual R-module of Z◦(A) and, for any x ∈ G and any a ∈ A, we denote
by 〈x◦, a◦〉 the corresponding pairing. Actually, Z◦(A) inherits a Z(A)-module structure and
it coincides with the set of symmetric R-linear forms μ :A →R; explicitly, the Z(A)-module
structure is given by (z · μ)(a) = μ(za) for any z ∈ Z(A), any μ ∈ Z◦(A) and any a ∈ A. In
particular, up to suitable identifications, the set IrrK(G) of irreducible K-characters of G is con-
tained in Z◦(A) and we denote by Z◦ch(A) the Z(A)-submodule generated by this set. Note that,
if K contains all the |G|th roots of unity, then K is a splitting field for G and, by Schur’s Lemma,
any z ∈ Z(A) induces a homothety over each irreducible KG-module, so that Z◦ch(A) coincides
with
∑
IrrK(G)R · χ .
2.4. Actually, the A-linear map A → HomR(A,R) sending the unity element to the sym-
metric R-linear form 1◦, where 1 is the trivial element of G, is an isomorphism and it is easily
checked that, for any x ∈ G, we have x◦ = (∑x′ x′) · 1◦ where x′ runs over the conjugacy class
of x−1; that is to say (see also [15, Proposition 2.2])
2.4.1 Z◦(A) is a free Z(A)-module of rank one.
Moreover, since the difference between two Z(A)-module isomorphisms Z(A) ∼= Z◦(A) is a
Z(A)-module automorphism of Z(A), which is the multiplication by an invertible element, these
isomorphisms determine a unique bijection between the set of ideals of Z(A) and the set of Z(A)-
submodules of Z◦(A); in particular, we denote by Zch(A) the ideal determined by Z◦ch(A).
2.5. The cocenter and the R-dual of the cocenter have obvious functorial properties; ex-
plicitly, if G′ is a second finite group and ϕ :G → G′ a group homomorphism, we have an
R-algebra homomorphism from A to A′ = RG′, still denoted by ϕ, which induces R-linear
homomorphisms
Z◦(ϕ) :Z◦(A) −→ Z◦(A′) and Z◦(ϕ) :Z◦(A′) −→ Z◦(A); (2.5.1)
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R-subalgebra Zid(A) of Z(A) generated by the set of all the idempotents; that is to say, denoting
by BlkR(G) the set of primitive idempotents of Z(A)—called R-blocks of G—we have
Zid(A) =
⊕
b∈BlkR(G)
R · b. (2.5.2)
2.6. Let p be a prime number such that pR 
= R, choose a prime ideal P of R contain-
ing pR and set k = R/P; consider the group algebra kG and, for any p-subgroup P of G,
denote by (kG)P the subalgebra of P -fixed elements; then, the so-called Brauer homomorphism
(cf. [5, Definition 1.2])
BrGP : (kG)
P −→ kCG(P ) (2.6.1)
maps
∑
x∈G λ¯x ·x ∈ (kG)P on
∑
x∈CG(P ) λ¯x ·x; it is a k-algebra homomorphism since the kernel
coincides with
∑
Q TrPQ((kG)
Q), where Q runs over the set of proper subgroups of P and,
for such a Q, TrPQ : (kG)
Q → (kG)P maps a¯ ∈ (kG)Q on ∑u ua¯u−1, u running over a set of
representatives for P/Q in P , so that TrPQ((kG)
Q) is an ideal of (kG)P . Since BrGP is surjective,
it induces a k-algebra homomorphism still denoted by BrGP
Z(kG) −→ Z(kCG(P )) (2.6.2)
which is the very homomorphism introduced by Brauer to define the correspondence mentioned
in the Introduction.
3. Brauer section grading
3.1. Let π be a finite set of prime numbers and, for any x ∈ G, denote by xπ the π -part
of x—replacing π by p whenever π = {p}. Following Brauer, we consider the gradedR-module
structure of Z◦(RG) determined by the π -elements of G, namely for any π -element u of G we
set
Zu◦,π (RG) =
⊕
x∈Xu
R · x◦ (3.1.1)
where Xu is a set of representatives in G for the conjugacy classes of elements with its π -part
conjugate to u; it is clear that, denoting by U a set of representatives in G for the conjugacy
classes of π -elements of G, we have
Z◦(RG) ∼=
⊕
u∈U
Zu◦,π (RG) (3.1.2)
and therefore, denoting by Z◦,πu (RG) the dual R-module of Zu◦,π (RG), we still have
Z◦(RG) ∼=
⊕
u∈U
Z◦,πu (RG). (3.1.3)
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in Z◦(RG) and Z◦(RG) which, once again, do not depend on the choice of U , so that they
are defined for any π -element u of G; moreover, we denote by
du◦,π :Z◦(RG) −→ Zu◦,π (RG) and d◦,πu :Z◦(RG) −→ Z◦,πu (RG) (3.2.1)
the projection maps. It is easily checked that the R-module homomorphism Z◦(ju) from
Z◦(RCG(u)) to Z◦(RG) determined by the inclusion CG(u) ⊂ G induces an isomorphism
mu◦,π : Zu◦,π
(RCG(u))∼= Zu◦,π (RG). (3.2.2)
Note that, if σ ⊂ π and u is a π -element of G, setting v = uσ we have
Zu◦,π (RG) ⊂ Zv◦,σ (RG) and Z◦,πu (RG) ⊂ Z◦,σv (RG). (3.2.3)
3.3. Although these direct summands need not be Z(RG)-submodules, the point is that if
pR 
=R for any p ∈ π then they are Zid(RG)-submodules. We argue below by induction on |π |;
so, let p be a prime number such that pR 
=R, choose a prime ideal P of R containing pR, set
k =R/P and denote by O the P-adic completion of RP. For any subgroup H of G, recall that
a point β of H over OG is a conjugacy class of primitive idempotents in (OG)H (cf. [18, 4.4])
and we denote by POG(H) the set of them; moreover, if P is a p-subgroup of G, we say that
γ ∈ POG(P ) is local if BrGP (γ¯ ) 
= {0}, where γ¯ is the image of γ in kG (cf. [18, Corollary 6.6]),
and we denote by LPOG(P ) the set of them. In particular, for any p-element u of G, the Brauer
homomorphism (cf. (2.6.1))
BrG〈u〉 : (kG)〈u〉 −→ kCG(u) (3.3.1)
determines a bijection between the corresponding sets of local points of 〈u〉 over OG and
over OCG(u) (cf. [18, Corollary 6.6])
BrG〈u〉 :LPOG
(〈u〉)−→ LPOCG(u)(〈u〉). (3.3.2)
Moreover, by the theorems for lifting idempotents (cf. [18, Corollary 2.14]), BrG〈u〉 still determines
a true O-algebra homomorphism
BrG〈u〉 :Zid(OG) −→ Zid
(OCG(u)) (3.3.3)
and therefore Z◦(OCG(u)) and Z◦(OCG(u)) become Zid(OG)-modules.
3.4. Now, recall that a local pointed element uε over OG is a pair formed by a p-element u
of G and by a local point ε of 〈u〉 on OG; then, we set uε|◦ = (ui)◦ for i ∈ ε; it does not depend
on the choice of i since, for any j ∈ ε we have j = ia for some invertible element a of (OG)〈u〉
and therefore we get
uj = ua−1ia = a−1uia = ui + [a−1, uia]; (3.4.1)
similarly, uε|◦ only depends on the G-conjugacy class of uε; actually, the image of u
 is zero
for any nonlocal point δ of u over OG and any 
 ∈ δ (cf. [15, Lemma 3.5]). Now, Broué’s
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(see also [15, Theorem 3.4]).
Theorem 3.5. Assume that K contains the group of all the |G|th roots of unity. For every
p-element u of G, {uε|◦ }ε∈LPOG(〈u〉) is an O-basis of Zu◦,p(OG); in particular, Zu◦,p(OG) is
a Zid(OG)-submodule of Z◦(OG). Moreover, for any ε ∈ LPOG(〈u〉), we have
mu◦,p(uBrG〈u〉(ε)|◦) = uε|◦ (3.5.1)
and mu◦,p defines a Zid(OG)-module isomorphism between Zu◦,p(OCG(u)) and Zu◦,p(OG).
Proof. First of all, for any idempotent i ofOG we prove that i◦ belongs to Z1◦,p(OG), where 1 is
the trivial element of G. Since the OG-module OGi is projective, the trace of any x ∈ G−Gp′
over OGi is zero; but, considering OG as an OG-bimodule and setting i∗ =∑y∈G λy · y−1 if
i =∑y∈G λy · y, this trace coincides with the trace of x ⊗ i∗ over OG; that is to say, since the
character of this OG-bimodule is ∑χ∈IrrK(G) χ ⊗ χ∗, by the so-called orthogonality relations
for irreducible characters we get
0 =
∑
χ∈IrrK(G)
χ(x)χ∗(i∗) =
∑
χ∈IrrK(G)
∑
y∈G
λyχ(x)χ(y) =
∣∣G : CG(x)∣∣∑
z
λz−1, (3.5.2)
where z runs over the conjugacy class of x, so that i◦ =∑y∈Gp′ λy · y◦ belongs to Z1◦,p(OG).
Secondly, we claim that the set {1ρ|◦ }ρ∈LPOG(1) generates the O-module Z1◦,p(OG); indeed,
any p′-element y of G generates an O-semisimple subalgebra S of OG; that is to say, since O
contains all the |〈y〉|th roots of unity, we have
S =
∑
n∈N
O · yn =
∑
j∈J
O · j, (3.5.3)
where J is the set of primitive idempotents of this subalgebra, and it is clear that∑
j∈J
O · j◦ ⊂
∑
ρ∈LPOG(1)
O · 1ρ|◦ . (3.5.4)
Moreover, if
∑
ρ∈LPOG(1) λρ · 1ρ|◦ = 0 for some nonzero family {λρ}ρ∈LPOG(1) of elements
of O, we may assume that there is ρ ∈ LPOG(1) such that λρ ∈O∗; but, choosing iρ′ ∈ ρ′ for
any ρ′ ∈ LPOG(1), it is clear that there is a unique isomorphism class of simple kG-modules Mρ′
such that iρ′ · Mρ′ 
= {0} and actually we have dimk(iρ′ · Mρ′) = 1; hence, the trace of a =∑
ρ′∈LPOG(〈1〉) λρ′ iρ′ over Mρ is just the image of λρ in k∗, whereas at the same time we are
assuming that a belongs to [OG,OG], a contradiction.
Thus, we have proved that {1ρ|◦ }ρ∈LPOG(1) is an O-basis of Z1◦,p(OG) and therefore, since
b · 1ρ|◦ = (biρ)◦ is either zero or equal to 1ρ|◦ for any idempotent b of Z(OG) and any ρ ∈
LPOG(1), this direct summand is a Zid(OG)-submodule; in particular, applying this fact to
the group CG(u), Z1◦,p(OCG(u)) is a Zid(OCG(u))-submodule and has {1ε|◦ }ε∈LPOCG(u)(1) as
an O-basis; but, u evidently belongs to Z(OCG(u)) and we obviously have LPOCG(u)(1) =
LPOCG(u)(〈u〉), and it is quite clear that in Z◦(OCG(u)) we have
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(OCG(u))= u ·Z1◦,p(OCG(u)),
uε|◦ = u · 1ε|◦ for any ε ∈ LPOCG(u)(1) (3.5.5)
consequently, Zu◦,p(OCG(u)) is a Zid(OCG(u))-submodule of Z◦(OCG(u)) and has theO-basis
{uε|◦ }ε∈LPOCG(u)(〈u〉).
Finally, it suffices to prove equality (3.5.1) and we may assume that u 
= 1; indeed, this equal-
ity and isomorphism (3.2.2) guarantee that {uε|◦ }ε∈LPOG(〈u〉) is an O-basis of Zu◦,p(OG) and
then, since b · uε|◦ is either zero or equal to uε|◦ for any idempotent b of Z(OG) and any
ε ∈ LPOG(〈u〉), it is clear that this direct summand is a Zid(OG)-submodule too and that mu◦,p
is a Zid(OG)-module isomorphism.
Let ε be a local point of u on OG and choose j ∈ BrG〈u〉(ε); that is to say, j is a primitive
idempotent of OCG(u) ⊂ (OG)〈u〉 such that BrG〈u〉(j) belongs to BrG〈u〉(ε) and therefore we can
choose i ∈ ε such that BrG〈u〉(i) = BrG〈u〉(j) and ij = ji; now, according to our definition, uε|◦ and
mu◦,p(uBrG〈u〉(ε)|◦) are the respective images of ui and uj in Z◦(OG); but the idempotent j − i
belongs to Ker(BrG〈u〉) and therefore, since OG is split, for a suitable idempotent 
 ∈ (OG)〈u
p〉
we have 

v = 0, for any v ∈ 〈u〉 − 〈up〉, and j − i =∑v∈U 
v where U = {un}1np (cf. [21,
(23.1)] or [18, Proposition 5.6 and Theorem 7.2]); in particular, we get 
vu
v = 0 for any v ∈ U ,
and therefore
u(j − i) =
∑
v∈U
u
v =
∑
v∈U
(
u
v − 
vu
v)=∑
v∈U
[
u
v, 
v
]
, (3.5.6)
so that u(j − i) belongs to [OG,OG]; the proof is complete. 
Corollary 3.6. Assume that pR 
= R for any p ∈ π . For any π -element u of G, Zu◦,π (RG)
and Z◦,πu (RG) are Zid(RG)-submodules of Z◦(RG) and Z◦(RG), respectively, and there is a
unique R-algebra homomorphism
BrG〈u〉 :Zid(RG) −→ Zid
(RCG(u)) (3.6.1)
such that mu◦,π : Zu◦,π (RCG(u)) ∼= Zu◦,π (RG) becomes a Zid(RG)-module isomorphism. More-
over, Br
CG(u
n)
〈u〉 ◦ BrG〈un〉 = BrG〈u〉 for any n ∈ N and, if u = vw = wv where v and w are of
coprime orders, we have
BrG〈u〉 = BrCG(v)〈w〉 ◦ BrG〈v〉. (3.6.2)
Proof. We may assume that π 
= ∅ and, except for the uniqueness of BrG〈u〉, we argue by induc-
tion on |π |. Firstly assume that π = {p} and consider the extension K′ of K generated by the
group of all the |G|th roots of unity, together with the integral closure R′ of R in K′; as above,
choose a prime ideal P′ ofR′ containing pR′ and denote byO′ the P′-adic completion ofR′P′ ;
according to Theorem 3.5, Zu◦,p(O′G) is a Zid(O′G)-submodule of Z◦(O′G), so that we get
Zid(RG) ·Zu◦,p(RG) ⊂ Zu◦,p(O′G) ∩ Z◦(RG) = Zu◦,p(RG); (3.6.3)
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a Zid(O′G)-isomorphism between Zu◦,p(O′CG(u)) and Zu◦,p(O′G), so that a fortiori it defines a
Zid(RG)-isomorphism; but, we actually have BrG〈u〉(Zid(RG)) ⊂ Zid(RCG(u)); hence,
mu◦,p : Zu◦,p
(RCG(u))∼= Zu◦,p(RG) (3.6.4)
becomes a Zid(RG)-isomorphism. Finally, since
BrCG(u
n)
〈u〉 ◦ BrG〈un〉 = BrG〈u〉, (3.6.5)
the uniqueness guarantees that the liftings fulfill the corresponding equality.
Now, assume that |π | > 1; let π = σ unionsq τ be a nontrivial disjoint decomposition of π and set
v = uτ and w = uσ ; according to the induction hypothesis, Zw◦,σ (RCG(v)) and Zv◦,τ (RCG(v))
already are Zid(RCG(v))-submodules of Z◦(RCG(v)) and therefore so it is the intersection
Zw◦,σ
(RCG(v))∩ Zv◦,τ (RCG(v))= Zu◦,π (RCG(v)); (3.6.6)
by duality, Z◦,πu (RCG(v)) is a Zid(RCG(v))-submodule of Z◦(RCG(v)) too. Moreover, always
by the induction hypothesis, there is an R-algebra homomorphism
BrG〈v〉 :Zid(RG) −→ Zid
(RCG(v)) (3.6.7)
such that, for any b ∈ Zid(RG) and any a◦ ∈ Zv◦,τ (RCG(v)), we have
mv◦,τ
(
BrG〈v〉(b) · a◦
)= b · mv◦,τ (a◦); (3.6.8)
but, it is clear that the isomorphism mv◦,τ : Zv◦,τ (RCG(v)) ∼= Zv◦,τ (RG) maps Zu◦,π (RCG(v))
onto Zu◦,π (RG); consequently, Zu◦,π (RG) is a Zid(RG)-submodule and the restriction of mv◦,τ
defines a Zid(RG)-module isomorphism,
Zu◦,π
(RCG(v))∼= Zu◦,π (RG). (3.6.9)
Finally, applying the induction hypothesis to the group CG(v), to the set of primes σ and to
the σ -element w, we know that there is a R-algebra homomorphism
Br
CG(v)〈w〉 :Zid
(RCG(v))−→ Zid(RCG(u)) (3.6.10)
such that mw◦,σ : Zw◦,σ (RCG(u)) ∼= Zw◦,σ (RCG(v)) is a Zid(RCG(v))-module isomorphism; once
again, it is clear that
mw◦,σ
(
Zu◦,π
(RCG(u)))= Zu◦,π (RCG(v)) (3.6.11)
and, for any b ∈ Zid(RG) and any a◦ ∈ Zu◦,π (RCG(u)), we have
mv◦,τ
(
mw◦,σ
(
Br
CG(v)〈w〉
(
BrG〈v〉(b)
) · a◦))= mv◦,τ (BrG〈v〉(b) · mw◦,σ (a◦))
= b · mv◦,τ
(
mw◦,σ (a◦)
); (3.6.12)
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mv◦,τ (mw◦,σ (a◦)) = mu◦,π (a◦); consequently, considering the R-algebra homomorphism
BrG〈u〉 = BrCG(v)〈w〉 ◦ BrG〈v〉, (3.6.13)
mu◦,π becomes a Zid(RG)-module isomorphism between Zu◦,π (RCG(u)) and Zu◦,π (RG). More-
over, for any n ∈ N, we have
Br
CG(u
n)
〈u〉 ◦ BrG〈un〉 =
(
Br
CG(w
nv)
〈w〉 ◦ BrCG(u
n)
〈v〉
) ◦ (BrCG(vn)〈wn〉 ◦ BrG〈vn〉). (3.6.14)
At this point, the uniqueness of BrG〈u〉, which follows from Lemma 3.8 below, completes the
proof since in equality (3.6.14) we have
Br
CG(u
n)
〈v〉 ◦ BrCG(v
n)
〈wn〉 = BrCG(v)〈wn〉 ◦ BrCG(v
n)
〈v〉 (3.6.15)
and it suffices to apply the induction hypothesis. 
3.7. With the same hypothesis, for any π -element u of G, statement (2.4.1) and the R-dual
isomorphism
m◦,πu : Z◦,πu (RG) ∼= Z◦,πu
(RCG(u)) (3.7.1)
allow us to give a necessary formula for the R-algebra homomorphism BrG〈u〉 appearing in
Corollary 3.6, proving its uniqueness; as a matter of fact, it coincides with the corresponding
homomorphism defined by Robinson in [19]. Following Broué, we consider the map
BGu :RG −→RCG(u) (3.7.2)
defined by
BGu
(∑
x∈G
λx · x
)
=
∑
y
∑
u′
λyu−1u′ · y (3.7.3)
where y runs over the set of π ′-elements of CG(u) and u′ over the G-conjugacy class of u.
Lemma 3.8. Assume that pR 
= R for any p ∈ π , and let u be a π -element of G. An R-
homomorphism BrG〈u〉 :Zid(RG) → Zid(RCG(u)) fulfilling
m◦,πu (b · θ◦) = BrG〈u〉(b) · m◦,πu (θ◦) (3.8.1)
for any b ∈ Zid(RG) and any θ◦ ∈ Z◦,πu (RG) coincides with the restriction of BGu .
Proof. Consider x ∈ G of π -part u; it determines an element in the canonical R-bases of both
Zu◦,π (RG) and Zu◦,π (RCG(u)) that, to avoid confusion, we respectively denote by x◦,G and
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notation we have m◦,πu (u◦,G) = u◦,CG(u) and therefore, we still have
m◦,πu
(
b · u◦,G)= BrG〈u〉(b) · u◦,CG(u); (3.8.2)
hence, since we have u◦,G = (∑u′ u′) · 1◦,G where u′ runs over the G-conjugacy class C of u−1
(cf. 2.4), setting
b =
∑
x∈G
λx · x, BrG〈u〉(b) =
∑
y′∈CG(u)π ′
μy′ · y′ and z =
∑
u′∈C
u′, (3.8.3)
and denoting by Y a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes in CG(u)π ′ , for any y ∈
CG(u)π ′ we get (cf. (3.8.2))
μy−1 =
〈∑
y′∈Y
μy′−1 · (y′u)◦,CG(u), (uy)◦,CG(u)
〉
= 〈BrG〈u〉(b) · u◦,CG(u), (uy)◦,CG(u)〉
= 〈b · u◦,G, (uy)◦,G〉= 〈bz · 1◦,G, (uy)◦,G〉= 〈1◦,G, bz · (uy)◦,G〉
=
∑
x∈G
∑
u′∈C
λx
〈
1◦,G, (xu′uy)◦,G
〉= ∑
u′∈C
λy−1u−1u′−1 (3.8.4)
and therefore we still get
BrG〈u〉(b) =
∑
y∈CG(u)π ′
∑
u′∈C
λyu−1u′−1 · y = BGu (b).  (3.8.5)
4. The Brauer–Glauberman correspondence
4.1. Let π be a finite set of prime numbers and assume that pR 
= R for any p ∈ π . In
order to formulate our Brauer–Glauberman correspondence, it is useful to exhibit some functorial
properties of Zid(RG); let us call π ′-quasiisomorphism category the subcategory of the category
of finite groups formed by all the finite groups and by the group homomorphisms ϕ :G → G′—
called π ′-quasiisomorphisms,—such that Ker(ϕ) is a π -subgroup and the sets Gπ ′ and G′π ′ of
π ′-elements of G and G′ are respectively contained in CG(Ker(ϕ)) and Im(ϕ); note that
4.1.1 ϕ :G → G′ is a π ′-quasiisomorphism if and only if the restricted map ϕπ ′ :Gπ ′ → G′π ′ is
bijective.
Indeed, if ϕ is a π ′-quasiisomorphism, the condition G′
π ′ ⊂ Im(ϕ) guarantees the surjectivity
of ϕπ ′ and, since Ker(ϕ) is a π -subgroup centralized by Gπ , any u ∈ Gπ is the unique π -element
in uKer(ϕ); conversely, if ϕπ ′ is bijective, certainly Ker(ϕ) is a π -subgroup and we have G′π ′ ⊂
Im(ϕ); moreover, for any u ∈ Gπ , any Ker(ϕ)-conjugate coincides with u.
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morphism
Zid(ϕ) :Zid(RG′) −→ Zid(RG) (4.2.1)
such that ϕ induces a section.
Proof. We may assume that π 
= ∅; if p is an element of π and we choose O as in 3.3 above, it
is well known that, for any finite group H , we have (cf. [8, Lemma 7.2, Chapter IV])
Zid(OH) ⊂
( ∑
y∈Hp′
O · y
)H
; (4.2.2)
consequently, we also have Zid(RH) ⊂ (∑y∈Hπ ′ R · y)H and therefore we get
Zid(RH) = Zid
(ROπ (H))H . (4.2.3)
Moreover, for any central p-subgroup Z of H , since all the idempotents in Z(OH) can be
written in terms of characters (cf. [8, Lemma 7.2, Chapter IV]), it is quite clear that the canonical
map H → H/Z induces an R-algebra isomorphism
Zid(RH) ∼= Zid
(R(H/Z)); (4.2.4)
thus, arguing by induction on |π |, if K is a central π -subgroup of H and Z is the Sylow
p-subgroup of K , we may assume that the obvious map H/Z → H/K induces an R-algebra
isomorphism
Zid
(R(H/Z))∼= Zid(R(H/K)), (4.2.5)
so that the canonical map H → H/K still induces an R-algebra isomorphism
Zid(RH) ∼= Zid
(R(H/K)). (4.2.6)
Consequently, setting C = CG(Ker(ϕ)) and C′ = ϕ(C), since we are assuming that Gπ ′ ⊂ C
and G′
π ′ ⊂ C′, it follows from equality (4.2.3) that
Zid(RG) = Zid(RC)G and Zid(RG′) = Zid(RC′)G′ ; (4.2.7)
moreover, according to isomorphism (4.2.6), ϕ induces an R-algebra isomorphism
Zid(RC) ∼= Zid(RC′) (4.2.8)
and it is clear that the image of Zid(RC)G contains Zid(RC′)G′ ; now, the existence and the
uniqueness of Zid(ϕ) is clear. 
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defined above to the category of commutative R-algebras, which maps any finite group G on
Zid(RG) and any π ′-quasiisomorphism ϕ :G → G′ on Zid(ϕ); moreover, it is easily checked
that Z◦(ϕ) and Z◦(ϕ) become the Zid(RG′)-module homomorphisms
Z◦(ϕ) : ResZid(ϕ)
(
Z◦(RG)
)→ Z◦(RG′),
Z◦(ϕ) :Z◦(RG′) → ResZid(ϕ)
(
Z◦(RG)). (4.3.1)
4.4. On the other hand, for any finite group H , let us call H -group any finite group G
endowed with an action of H , namely endowed with a group homomorphism H → Aut(G),
and then denote by GH the subgroup of H -fixed elements. For any group homomorphism
ρ :H ′ → H , Resρ(G) denotes the H ′-group obtained from the H -group G via ρ; note that if
K is a normal subgroup of H then G is also a K-group and GK becomes a H/K-group; more-
over, any finite group G has an obvious structure of H -group with respect to any subgroup H .
4.5. Now, consider the category where the objects are the pairs (G,H) formed by a fi-
nite solvable π -group H and by an H -group G, and where the morphisms are the pairs
(ϕ,σ ) : (G,H) → (G′,H ′) formed by a group isomorphism σ : H ∼= H ′ and by a π ′-quasiiso-
morphism ϕ :G → Resσ (G′) compatible with the action of H , the composition being induced by
the composition of homomorphisms. Then, the restricted homomorphism ϕH :GH → G′H ′ is a
π ′-quasiisomorphism too since the restricted map ϕπ ′ :Gπ ′ → G′π ′ is a bijection compatible
with the action of H and thus induces a bijection between (GH )π ′ and (G′H ′)π ′ ; in parti-
cular, we have two contravariant functors from this category to the category of commutative
R-algebras, mapping any object (G,H) on Zid(RG) and on Zid(RGH), and any morphism
(ϕ,σ ) : (G,H) → (G′,H ′) on
Zid(ϕ) :Zid(RG′) −→ Zid(RG),
Zid
(
ϕH
)
:Zid
(RG′H ′)−→ Zid(RGH ), (4.5.1)
and we will exhibit a natural map Gl between them.
Theorem 4.6. With the notation and the hypothesis above, there is a unique natural map sending
any pair (G,H), formed by a finite solvable π -group H and a H -group G, to a R-algebra
homomorphism GlGH :Zid(RG) → Zid(RGH) in such a way that we have
4.6.1 GlG〈u〉 = BrG〈u〉 for any π -element u of G,
4.6.2 GlGKH/K ◦ GlGK = GlGH for any normal subgroup K of H .
Moreover, we have GlGH (b) = 0 for any primitive idempotent b in Zid(RG) not fixed by H .
Proof. We argue by induction on |H | and may assume that H 
= 1; if K is a maximal normal
subgroup of H , we have H¯ = H/K = 〈u¯〉 where u¯ is an element of order p for some p ∈ π ; let
G be an H -group and set F = GK  H¯ . First of all, we claim that the Brauer homomorphism
BrF〈u¯〉 : Zid
(RGK)H¯ = Zid(RF) −→ Zid(RCF (u¯))= Zid(RGH ) (4.6.3)
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B̂r
F
〈u¯〉 :Zid
(RGK)−→ Zid(RGH ); (4.6.4)
indeed, for any primitive idempotent b in Zid(RGK) which is not fixed by H¯ , the trace TrH¯1 (b) =∑
u¯′∈H¯ bu¯
′ is a primitive idempotent in Zid(RGK)H¯ and therefore we have BrF〈u〉(TrH¯1 (b)) = 0
since, choosing a prime ideal P ofR containing pR, setting k =R/P and denoting by b¯ the im-
age of b in kGK , we have b¯ ∈ kF and then, by the very definition of the Brauer homomorphism,
we get BrF〈u¯〉(TrH¯1 (b¯)) = 0; hence, since bTrH¯1 (b) = b, the existence of an homomorphism B̂r
F
〈u¯〉
extending BrF〈u¯〉 forces B̂r
F
〈u¯〉(b) = 0. Conversely, for any primitive idempotent b in Zid(RGK),
it suffices to define B̂rF〈u¯〉(b) equal to BrF〈u¯〉(b) or 0 according to H¯ fixes b or not to get the
announced R-algebra homomorphism.
Consequently, since GlGK :Zid(RG) → Zid(RGK) is already defined, we can define
GlGH = B̂rF〈u¯〉 ◦ GlGK :Zid(RG) −→ Zid
(RGH ) (4.6.5)
and, according to the induction hypothesis, it is quite clear that GlGH (b) = 0 for any primitive
idempotent b in Zid(RG) not fixed by H . We claim that it is a natural map; indeed, this is
quite clear if we consider a group isomorphism σ : H ∼= H ′; on the other hand, according to
the induction hypothesis, if G′ is another H -group and ϕ :G → G′ a π ′-quasiisomorphism, we
already have
GlGK ◦ Zid(ϕ) = Zid
(
ϕK
) ◦ GlG′K . (4.6.6)
Moreover, setting F ′ = G′K  H¯ , we claim that
BrF〈u¯〉 ◦ Zid
(
ϕK
)= Zid(ϕH ) ◦ BrF ′〈u¯〉; (4.6.7)
indeed, since mpu¯ is a Zid(RF)-module homomorphism (cf. Theorem 3.5) compatible with
Zid(ϕK) and Zid(ϕH ) (cf. 3.2), for any c′ ∈ Zid(RF ′) we get
BrF〈u¯〉
(
Zid
(
ϕK
)
(c′)
) · u¯◦,CF (u¯) = mpu¯ (Zid(ϕK)(c′) · u¯◦,F )
= mpu¯
(
Z◦
(
ϕK
)(
c′ · u¯◦,F ′))= Z◦(ϕH )(mpu¯ (c′ · u¯◦,F ′))
= Z◦(ϕH )(BrF ′〈u¯〉(c′) · u¯◦,CF ′ (u¯))
= Zid
(
ϕH
)(
BrF
′
〈u¯〉(c′)
) · u¯◦,CF (u¯) (4.6.8)
and then, equality (4.6.7) follows from statement (2.4.1). Finally, for any primitive idempotent e′
in Zid(RG′K) which is not fixed by H¯ , it is quite clear that
B̂r
F
〈u¯〉
(
Zid
(
ϕK
)
(e′)
)= 0 = Zid(ϕH )(B̂rF ′〈u¯〉(e′)). (4.6.9)
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subgroup of G and set H˜ = H/L = 〈v˜〉; it is clear that
H(K ∩ L) ∼= (H/K) × (H/L) ∼= (L/(K ∩ L))× (K/(K ∩ L)) (4.6.10)
and we may assume that u¯ is the image of u ∈ L/(K ∩ L) and v˜ the image of v ∈ K/(K ∩ L);
then, according to the induction hypothesis, we get
GlGL = B̂rX〈u〉 ◦ GlGK∩L and GlGK(b) = B̂rY〈v〉 ◦ GlGK∩L (4.6.11)
where we set X = GK∩L  (L/(K ∩ L)) and Y = GK∩L  (K/(K ∩ L)). For any primitive
idempotent b in Zid(RGK∩L) not fixed by H/(K ∩ L), B̂rY〈v〉(b) is either zero or not fixed
by H¯ , and therefore B̂rF〈u¯〉(B̂r
Y
〈v〉(b)) = 0; mutatis mutandis, setting E = GL  H˜ , we get
B̂r
E
〈v˜〉(B̂r
X
〈u〉(b)) = 0.
On the other hand, setting W = GK∩L  (H/(K ∩ L)), we know that (cf. Proposition 4.2)
Zid(RW) = Zid
(RGK∩L)H = Zid(RX)H = Zid(RY)H (4.6.12)
and similarly
Zid
(RCW(u))= Zid(RE) and Zid(RCW(v))= Zid(RF). (4.6.13)
Consequently, in order to prove that definition (4.6.5) does not depend on the choice of K , it
suffices to prove that the following diagram is commutative
Zid(RCW(u))
Br
CW (u)〈v〉
Zid(RW)
BrW〈u〉
BrW〈v〉
Zid(RCW(〈u,v〉)).
Zid(RCW(v)).
Br
CW (v)〈u〉
(4.6.14)
If H/L has order p too then, choosing a prime ideal P of R containing pR and setting
k =R/P, the following diagram is clearly commutative
Z(kCW(u))
BrCW (u)〈v〉
Z(kW)
BrW〈u〉
BrW〈v〉
BrW〈u,v〉
Z(kCW(〈u,v〉))
Z(kCW(v))
BrCW (v)〈u〉
(4.6.15)
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tents. If H/L has order q ∈ π − {p} then 〈u,v〉 = 〈uv〉 is cyclic and, according to Corollary 3.6,
we have
Br
CW (u)〈v〉 ◦ BrW〈u〉 = BrW〈uv〉 = BrCW (v)〈u〉 ◦ BrW〈v〉. (4.6.16)
At this point, we know that GlGH is a natural map independent of any choice; we claim that it
fulfills conditions (4.6.1) and (4.6.2) too. Let N be a nontrivial proper normal subgroup of H ;
since GlGH is independent of any choice, we may assume that K contains N and therefore Gl
G
K =
GlG
N
K/N ◦ GlGN by the induction hypothesis; hence, we get
GlGH = B̂rF〈u¯〉 ◦ GlGK = B̂rF〈u¯〉 ◦ GlG
N
K/N ◦ GlGN = GlG
N
H/N ◦ GlGN (4.6.17)
since GK = (GN)K/N and H¯ ∼= (H/N)/(K/N).
Moreover, we claim that if H = 〈w〉 ⊂ G then GlGH = BrG〈w〉; if |π | > 1 then we have w =
xy = yx for two suitable nontrivial elements x and y of coprime orders and therefore we get
BrG〈w〉 = BrCG(x)〈y〉 ◦ BrG〈x〉 by Corollary 3.6; but, according to the induction hypothesis, we have
GlG〈x〉 = BrG〈x〉 and GlCG(x)〈y〉 = BrCG(x)〈y〉 (4.6.18)
and, since we have 〈y〉 ∼= H/〈x〉, we already know that GlCG(x)〈y〉 ◦ GlG〈x〉 = GlGH . If π = {p}, we
may assume that K = 〈wp〉 
= 〈1〉 and, according to the induction hypothesis, we have GlGK =
BrGK ; hence, setting F = CG(wp)  H¯ , we get (cf. (4.6.5))
GlGH = B̂rF〈w¯〉 ◦ BrGK ; (4.6.19)
but, by the very definition of B̂rF〈w¯〉 (cf. (4.6.4)), it is quite clear that we have B̂r
F
〈w¯〉 = BrCG(w
p)
〈w〉 ;
consequently, we still get (cf. Corollary 3.6)
GlGH = BrCG(w
p)
〈w〉 ◦ BrG〈wp〉 = BrG〈w〉. (4.6.20)
Finally, it remains to discuss the uniqueness. If we have another such a natural map F, with the
notation above it follows from condition (4.6.2) that we necessarily have FGH = FG
K
H¯
◦ FGK and,
by the induction hypothesis, we already know that FGK = GlGK ; moreover, the inclusion GK ⊂ F
is a π ′-quasiisomorphism, so that F supplies a commutative diagram
Zid(RGK) Zid(RGH)
Zid(RF) Zid(RCF (u¯))
(4.6.21)
and, according to Proposition 4.2, the left vertical arrow is injective with its image equal to
Zid(RGK)H¯ and the right arrow is bijective; since condition (4.6.1) forces the bottom arrow to
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K
H¯
= B̂rF〈u¯〉; finally, it
suffices to apply definition (4.6.5). 
Corollary 4.7. With the notation and the hypothesis above, let H be a finite group and G an
H -group. There is a unique correspondence mapping any solvable π -subgroup K of H and any
subnormal subgroup L of K on an R-algebra homomorphism
RoKL :Zid
(RGL)−→ Zid(RGK) (4.7.1)
in such a way that
4.7.2 if L is normal in K , we have RoKL = GlG
L
K/L,
4.7.3 for any subnormal subgroup M of L, we have RoKL ◦ RoLM = RoKM .
Remark 4.8. In [19] Geoffrey Robinson already claims the existence of these R-algebra ho-
momorphisms whenever H = G and K is nilpotent. As in his case, this existence allows us to
consider a subnormal inclusion between the Brauer π -pairs overRG which extends the ordinary
inclusion between Brauer p-pairs: let us call a pair (K, e) formed by a solvable π -subgroup K
of G and an R-block e of CG(K) a Brauer π -pair over RG; then, we say that a second Brauer
π -pair (L,f ) over RG is subnormal in (K, e) if L is a subnormal subgroup of K and we have
e,RoKL (f ) = e where
RoKL :Zid
(RCG(L))−→ Zid(RCG(K)) (4.8.1)
is the R-algebra homomorphism determined by the action of G on itself; note that f determines
e and, for any Brauer π -pair (M,g) over RG which is subnormal in (L,f ), it follows from the
equality RoKL ◦ RoLM = RoKM that (M,g) is subnormal in (K, e) too.
Proof of Corollary 4.7. We may assume that L is not normal in K ; let X and Y be proper
normal subgroups of K containing L; arguing by induction on |K : L|, we may assume that RoXL
and RoYL are already defined and fulfill the above conditions, so that we have
RoXL = GlG
X∩Y
X/X∩Y ◦ RoX∩YL and RoYL = GlG
X∩Y
Y/X∩Y ◦ RoX∩YL (4.7.4)
and therefore we get GlGKK/X ◦RoXL = GlG
K
K/Y ◦RoYL by condition (4.6.2). Now, the existence part
follows and the uniqueness part is clear. 
4.9. The next result shows that, under suitable hypothesis, the Brauer–Glauberman homo-
morphisms can be also applied outside of the central algebra generated by the idempotents.
Proposition 4.10. With the notation and the hypothesis above, let S be a Dedekind subring ofR.
For any finite solvable π -group H and any H -group G, we have
GlGH
(
Zid(RG)H ∩ SG
)⊂ Zid(RGH )∩ SG. (4.10.1)
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|H¯ | = p and F = GK  H¯ , and denote by u¯ a generator of H¯ ; according to the induction hypoth-
esis, for any z ∈ Zid(RG)H ∩SG we may assume that GlGK(z) belongs to Zid(RGK)H¯ ∩SG ⊂
Z(SF); then, for any θ◦ ∈ Z◦,pu¯ (SF), we have
m
◦,p
u¯
(
GlGK(z) · θ◦
)= BrF〈u¯〉(GlGK(z)) · m◦,pu¯ (θ◦) = GlGH (z) · m◦,pu¯ (θ◦) (4.10.2)
and therefore GlGH (z) · m◦,pu¯ (θ◦) belongs to Z◦,pu¯ (SCF (u¯)) too; in particular, GlGH (z) · u¯◦,CF (u¯)
belongs there; hence, since we have
Z◦
(SCF (u¯))= Z(SCF (u¯)) · u¯◦,CF (u¯), (4.10.3)
GlGH (z) belongs to Z(SCF (u¯)) (cf. (2.4.1)). 
4.11. Let H be a finite solvable π -group and G an H -group of π ′-order. Assume that K
contains the group of all the |G|th roots of unity. If S is the integral closure in K of the sub-
ring generated by R and |G|−1 then it is quite clear that S is also a Dedekind ring (cf. [20,
Proposition 9, §4, Chapitre I]) and, according to the formulae for computing the primitive central
idempotents (cf. [8, Lemma 7.2, Chapter IV]), we have
Z(SG) = Zid(SG); (4.11.1)
in particular, it follows from Proposition 4.10 that GlGH induces an R-algebra homomorphism
GlGH :Z(RG)H −→ Z
(RGH ); (4.11.2)
note that, if p ∈ π ′ fulfills pR 
=R and R contains (|G|p′)−1 then, for any prime ideal P of R
which contains pR, denoting by O the P-adic completion of RP we have
Zid(OG) ∼=O⊗R Zid(RG). (4.11.3)
Corollary 4.12. With the notation and the hypothesis above, let H be a finite solvable π -group
and G an H -group of π ′-order. Assume that K contains the group of all the |G|th roots of unity.
Then GlGH induces an injective R-algebra homomorphism with cokernel annihilated by |G|
Z(RG)H
/(
Z(RG)H ∩
⊕
χ
R · eχ
)
−→ Z(RGH ) (4.12.1)
where χ runs on the set of H -nonfixed irreducible K-characters of G.
Remark 4.13. Actually, in that case GlGH induces the true Glauberman correspondence between
IrrK(G)H and IrrK(GH ). Indeed, arguing by induction on |H |, we may assume that H has
order p for some p ∈ π ; set F = G  H and consider χ ∈ IrrK(G)H and u ∈ H − {1}, so that
H = 〈u〉; it is well known that χ can be extended to some (not unique!) irreducible character χˆ
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(cf. [8, Lemma 7.2, Chapter IV])
eχ = χ(1)|G|
∑
x∈G
χ
(
x−1
) · x, (4.13.1)
it is quite clear that in Z◦(SF) we have eχ · χˆ = χˆ and therefore it follows from Corollary 3.6
that
eχ · d◦,pu (χˆ) = d◦,pu (χˆ),
m
◦,p
u
(
eχ · d◦,pu (χˆ)
)= BrF〈u〉(eχ ) · m◦,pu (d◦,pu (χˆ)). (4.13.2)
On the other hand, it is clear that
Z◦
(SCF (H))∼= SH ⊗S Z◦(SGH ),
Z
◦,p
u
(SCF (H))∼= u ⊗ Z◦(SGH ); (4.13.3)
then, identifying both members and denoting by ζ ∈ IrrK(GH ) the Glauberman correspondent
of χ , we know that
m
◦,p
u
(
d
◦,p
u (χˆ)
)= λ · (u ⊗ ζ ) (4.13.4)
for some λ ∈ S∗. Consequently, we get u ⊗ ζ = BrF〈u〉(eχ ) · (u ⊗ ζ ); but, since |G| is invertible
in S , it follows from the corollary above applied to S that BrF〈u〉(eχ ) is a primitive idempotent
of Z(SCF (u)); hence, we necessarily have BrF〈u〉(eχ ) = eζ .
Proof of Corollary 4.12. We argue by induction on |H | and may assume that H 
= {1}. First
of all, we claim that the inclusion GH ⊂ G induces a bijection between the set of conjugacy
classes of GH and the set of H -stable conjugacy classes of G, respectively denoted by Cl(GH )
and by Cl(G)H ; indeed, arguing by induction on |H |, we may assume that |H | = p for some
p ∈ π ; it is clear that G  H acts on any C ∈ Cl(G)H and, since G acts transitively on C,
p does not divide |C|; thus, CH = C ∩ GH is not empty and it suffices to prove that it belongs
to Cl(GH ). Similarly, if x, y ∈ CH then CG(x)  H acts on the set T = {t ∈ G | y = xt }, CG(x)
acting regularly by left multiplication and H acting by conjugation; mutatis mutandis, p does
not divide |T | and therefore H fixes an element of T .
Let K be a maximal normal subgroup of H and set H¯ = H/K , so that |H¯ | = p for some
p ∈ π and H¯ = 〈u¯〉 for any u¯ ∈ H¯ −{1}; according to the induction hypothesis applied to K and
to S above, GlGK induces a SH¯ -algebra isomorphism
Z(SG)
/( ⊕
K
S · eχ
)
∼= Z(SGK) (4.12.2)
χ∈IrrK(G)−IrrK(G)
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we still have an S-algebra isomorphism
Z(SG)
/( ⊕
χ∈IrrK(G)−IrrK(G)H
S · eχ
)
∼= Z(SGK)/( ⊕
ζ∈IrrK(GK)−IrrK(GK)H¯
S · eζ
)
. (4.12.3)
Moreover, choosing a prime ideal P of R which contains pR, it is clear that S ⊂RP and,
setting k =R/P and F = GK  H¯ , it follows from the bijection between Cl(GH ) and Cl(GK)H¯
that the Brauer homomorphism BrF〈u¯〉 :Z(kF) → Z(kCF (u¯)) is surjective, so that the S-algebra
homomorphism
GlG
K
H¯
: Z(SGK)H¯ = Zid(SGK)H¯ −→ Z(SGH )= Zid(SGH ). (4.12.4)
is surjective too and therefore, since we have | IrrK(GK)H¯ | = |Cl(GK)H¯ |, it follows from Propo-
sition 4.10 that GlGK
H¯
induces an S-algebra isomorphism
Z
(SGK)/( ⊕
ζ∈IrrK(GK)−IrrK(GK)H¯
S · eζ
)
∼= Z(SGH ). (4.12.5)
Hence, from the definition of GlGH (cf. Theorem 4.6) and from isomorphisms (4.12.3) and
(4.12.5), we obtain that GlGH induces a S-algebra isomorphism
Z(SG)
/( ⊕
χ∈IrrK(G)−IrrK(G)H
S · eχ
)
∼= Z(SGH ). (4.12.6)
In particular, it is now clear that homomorphism (4.12.1) is injective and, according to equali-
ties (4.13.1), we have
⊕
χ∈IrrK(G)H
|G|R · eχ ⊂ Z(RG)H and Z
(RGH )⊂ ⊕
ζ∈IrrK(GH )
R · eζ , (4.12.7)
which implies the last statement. 
4.14. Note that, in a group X acting on a Glauberman’s setting (H,G), the stabilizer Y in X
of an irreducible character of the group GH of fixed elements coincides with the stabilizer of
the Glauberman correspondent, and the actions of Y on the matrix algebras of both irreducible
representations produce two central extensions of Y by both naturally isomorphic groups of
homotheties. Surprisingly enough, for thirty years since the publication of Glauberman’s paper,
apparently nobody arose any question on the relationship between both extensions; around the
end of the last millennium, we hear about two papers, [11] and [10], where the equality is proved
whenever X centralizes H . As a matter of fact, our approach on Glauberman’s correspondence
via Brauer’s homomorphism proves the equality, and whenever X centralizes H provides an
immediate canonical isomorphism between both extensions.
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acting on the semidirect product GH stabilizing G and H ; then, applying Corollary 4.12 to S ,
we get an S-algebra isomorphism
GlGH : Z(SG)H
/(
Z(SG)H ∩
⊕
χ
S · eχ
)
∼= Z(SGH ), (4.15.1)
where χ runs on the set of H -nonfixed irreducible K-characters of G, and, by the naturality
of GlGH , this isomorphism is compatible with the action of X. Thus, if χ is an H -fixed irreducible
character of G and GlGH (eχ ) = eζ where ζ is the Glauberman correspondent in IrrS(GH ), the
stabilizers Xχ of χ and Xζ of ζ in X coincide and act on the full matrix K-algebras KGeχ
and KGHeζ , and therefore, denoting by U the group of all the π ′-roots of unity in K, these
actions respectively determine the so-called Clifford extensions Xˆχ and Xˆζ of Xχ = Xζ by U .
Corollary 4.16. With the notation and the hypothesis above, let X be a finite group, H a finite
solvable X-group of π -order and G an H  X-group of π ′-order. Assume that K contains the
group of all the |G|th roots of unity. If χ is a H  X-stable irreducible character of G and
ζ the irreducible character of GH such that GlGH (eχ ) = eζ , then we have a central extension
isomorphism Xˆζ ∼= Xˆχ .
Proof. We argue by induction on |H |; let K be a maximal X-stable normal subgroup of H
and set P = H/K ; by the induction hypothesis, we have a central extension homomorphism
Xˆξ ∼= Xˆχ , where ξ is the irreducible character of GK such that GlGK(eχ ) = eξ .
On the other hand, since H is a solvable π -group, P is a p-elementary Abelian group for
some p ∈ π ; let P be a prime ideal of R containing pR and set k = R/P; since |GK | is
invertible in RP, eξ belongs to Z(RPGK) and, denoting by e¯ξ the image of eξ in kGK ,
kGKe¯ξ is a full matrix algebra over k; moreover, since P acts on kGK stabilizing a basis and
p does not divide the dimension of kGKe¯ξ , P still stabilizes a basis of kGKe¯ξ , fixing some
element on it; that is to say, S = kGKe¯ξ is a Dade P -algebra in the sense of [14]. Mutatis
mutandis, eζ belongs to Z(RPGH) and, denoting by e¯ζ the image of eζ in kGH , it follows
from conditions (4.6.1) and (4.6.2), and from the transitivity of the Brauer homomorphisms that
BrP (e¯ξ ) = e¯ζ .
In particular, the action of P can be lifted to a unique group homomorphism P → S∗ and,
setting S = End(M), M becomes an endopermutation kP -module in the sense of [6]; since P
is Abelian, it is not difficult to prove from Dade’s classification (cf. [6, Theorem 12.5]) that,
denoting by P¯ the image of P in S, the Brauer homomorphism (cf. (2.6.1))
BrP :
(
kGKe¯ξ
)P −→ kCGK (P )e¯ζ (4.16.1)
restricted to the group of invertible elements can be (possibly not uniquely!) extended to a group
homomorphism (cf. [12, (e)])
B̂r∗P :N(kGKe¯ξ )∗(P¯ ) −→
(
kCGK (P )e¯ζ
)∗ = (kGH e¯ζ )∗. (4.16.2)
Moreover, U is contained in R and, since it is a p′-group, it can be identified with a sub-
group of k∗; then, the action of Xχ = Xξ on kGKe¯ξ determines a group homomorphism
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N(kGKe¯ξ )∗(P¯ ); consequently, the composition of this homomorphism with B̂r
∗
P induces a central
group extension isomorphism Xˆξ ∼= Xˆζ ; we are done. 
Remark 4.17. Whenever X centralizes H , the image of Xˆξ is contained in (kGKe¯ξ )P and it
suffices to consider the Brauer homomorphism BrP which induces a canonical group extension
isomorphism Xˆξ ∼= Xˆζ ; moreover, it is not difficult to see that the final group extension isomor-
phism Xˆχ ∼= Xˆζ do not depend on the choice of K .
5. The Glauberman–Watanabe correspondence on blocks
5.1. Let π be a finite set of primes, p a prime number outside of π , H a finite solvable π -
group and G an H -group of π ′-order. Assume that, for any prime number q , we have qR 
=R if
and only if q ∈ π ∪{p}, and thatK contains the group of all the |G||H |th roots of unity; as above,
let O be the P-adic completion of RP for a prime ideal P containing pR and set k =R/P.
Applying Corollary 4.7 and Remark 4.8 to the set {p} and to the group G acting on itself by
inner automorphisms, we obtain the usual Brauer pairs overRG, or overOG since Z(RCG(P ))
already contains all the idempotents in Z(OCG(P )) for any p-subgroup P of G. Thus, it makes
sense to consider the relationship between the Brauer pairs over RG and over RGH throughout
the Glauberman correspondence.
Proposition 5.2. With the notation and the hypothesis above, any maximal H -stable Brauer pair
(P, e) over RG is a maximal Brauer pair and, denoting by eH the unique R-block of CG(PH )
fulfilling (PH , eH ) ⊂ (P, e), we have GlCG(PH )H (eH ) 
= 0 and, for any R-block eH of CGH (PH )
in the decomposition of GlCG(PH )H (eH ), (PH , eH ) is a maximal Brauer pair over RGH .
Proof. Since H stabilizes the group N = NG(P, e) and fixes the R-block e of CG(P ), which
is also a R-block of N , N  H acts on the set of maximal Brauer p-pairs over RN asso-
ciated with e; but, N acts transitively on this set; hence, H stabilizes one of them (cf. [7,
Lemma 3.3]), which is also a Brauer pair overRG and contains (P, e) (cf. [21, (40.15)]); conse-
quently, (P, e) is a maximal Brauer pair over RN , so a maximal Brauer pair over RG (cf. [21,
(20.4) and (40.13)]).
Set Q = PH and f = eH , and consider the action of P  H on G and the family of the
corresponding Robinson homomorphisms (cf. Corollary 4.7); the inclusion (Q,f ) ⊂ (P, e) is
equivalent to RoPQ(f )e = e; but, according to Brauer’s First Main Theorem, the image e¯ of e
in RC¯G(P ), where C¯G(P ) = CG(P )/Z(P ), is a R-block of defect zero and therefore con-
tains a unique irreducible character; hence, H fixes an irreducible character associated with e
and therefore it follows from Corollary 4.12 that GlCG(P )H (e) 
= 0; consequently, since we have
Gl
CG(P )
H = RoPHP , we get
0 
= GlCG(P )H
(
RoPQ(f )
)= RoPHQ (f ) = RoPHQ×H (GlCG(Q)H (f )), (5.2.1)
so that we still get GlCG(Q)H (f ) 
= 0. Let f H be a R-block of CGH (Q) in the decomposition
of GlCG(Q)H (f ); that is to say, (Q,f
H ) is a Brauer pair over RCGH (Q) and therefore it is con-
tained in a maximal one (R,gH ).
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phisms; it follows easily from the uniqueness part of Corollary 4.7 that the family {RoT×HQ×H }Q,T ,
where (Q,T ) runs over the set of pairs of subgroups of R fulfilling Q ⊂ T , coincides with the
family of Robinson homomorphisms corresponding to the action of R on GH ; hence, we get
gH = gHRoR×HQ×H
(
f H
)= gHRoR×HQ×H (f HRoQ×HQ (f ))
= gHRoR×HQ (f ) = gHGlCG(R)H
(
RoRQ(f )
) (5.2.2)
and therefore there is an H -stable block g of CG(R) such that
gHGl
CG(R)
H (g) = gH and gRoRQ(f ) = g; (5.2.3)
thus, (R,g) is a H -stable Brauer pair over RG and we have (Q,f ) ⊂ (R,g).
Let (T ,h) be a maximal H -stable Brauer pair over RG containing (R,g); we already know
that (T ,h) is a maximal Brauer pair over RG and moreover, since (P, e) above and (T ,h) both
contain (Q,f ), they are associated with the same block of G; hence, there is x ∈ G such that
(T ,h)x = (P, e) (cf. [21, (40.13)]); but, the group N  H acts on the set of such elements, N
by multiplication on the right and H by conjugation, and, moreover, N acts regularly on this set;
consequently, we may choose x ∈ GH (cf. [7, Lemma 3.3]) and then, we have Rx ⊂ PH = Q;
in conclusion, we get (Q,f H ) = (R,gH ). 
5.3. Recall that the so-called Brauer category of an R-block b of G is the category where
the objects are the Brauer pairs over RG associated with b and the morphisms are the group
homomorphisms between the p-groups in the pairs determined by the inclusion between pairs
and the G-conjugation, the composition of morphisms being the ordinary composition of group
homomorphisms.
Corollary 5.4. With the notation and the hypothesis above, let (Q,f ) be an H -stable Brauer
pair over RG and denote by fH the unique R-block of CG(QH) fulfilling (QH ,fH ) ⊂ (Q,f ).
Then, we have GlCG(Q
H )
H (fH ) 
= 0. In particular, if b is an H -stable R-block of G, we have
GlGH (b) 
= 0 and, for any R-block bH of GH in the decomposition of GlGH (b), we have a functor
from the Brauer category of bH to the Brauer category of b mapping any Brauer pair (RH ,gH )
over RGH on the Brauer pair (RH ,gH ) over RG such that gH appears in the decomposition
of GlCG(RH )H (gH ).
Proof. Consider a maximal H -stable Brauer pair (P, e) over RG containing (Q,f ); it fol-
lows from Proposition 5.2 that, with the same notation, we have GlCG(P
H )
H (eH ) 
= 0; but, since
(QH ,fH ) ⊂ (Q,f ) ⊂ (P, e) and (PH , eH ) ⊂ (P, e), we have (QH ,fH ) ⊂ (PH , eH ); hence,
since
Gl
CG(P
H )
H = RoP
H×H
PH
and GlCG(Q
H )
H = RoQ
H×H
QH
, (5.4.1)
we get
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= GlCG(PH )H (eH ) = GlCG(P
H )
H
(
eHRoP
H
QH
(fH )
)
= GlCG(PH )H (eH )RoP
H×H
QH
(fH )
= GlCG(PH )H (eH )RoP
H×H
QH×H
(
Gl
CG(Q
H )
H (fH )
)
, (5.4.2)
which proves the first statement.
Let b be an H -stableR-block of G and bH aR-block of GH in the decomposition of GlGH (b);
for any Brauer pair (RH ,gH ) overRGH , it is clear that there is a uniqueR-block gH of CG(RH )
such that gH appears in the decomposition of GlCG(R
H )
H (gH ) and that, for any x ∈ GH , (gH )x ap-
pears in the decomposition of GlCG((R
H )x)
H ((gH )
x); moreover, if we have (QH ,f H ) ⊂ (RH ,gH )
then we get
gHGl
CG(R
H )
H
(
gHRo
RH
QH
(fH )
)
RoR
H×H
QH×H
(
f H
)
= gHGlCG(RH )H (gH )RoR
H×H
QH×H
(
Gl
CG(Q
H )
H (fH )f
H
)
= gHRoRH×H
QH×H
(
f H
)= gH (5.4.3)
and therefore we still get gHRoR
H
QH
(fH ) 
= 0, so that (QH ,fH ) ⊂ (RH ,gH ). 
5.5. Finally, let us consider the same situation as Atumi Watanabe in [22], namely an
H -stable R-block b of G such that H centralizes a defect group of b; in that case, it easily
follows from [7, Lemma 3.3] and Proposition 5.2 above that
5.5.1 H centralizes P for any H -stable maximal Brauer b-pair (P, e)
and therefore H stabilizes any Brauer pair (Q,f ) overRG contained in (P, e)—e determines f
by Remark 4.8—and acts trivially on the set of morphisms from (Q,f ) to (P, e) in the Brauer
category of b; hence, by applying again [7, Lemma 3.3], all these morphisms can be induced
by elements in GH . Consequently, since GlCG(Q)H (f ) is actually a R-block of CGH (Q) (cf. [22]
or Corollary 5.9 below), it immediately follows from Corollary 5.4 that, via the functor defined
there,
5.5.2 the Brauer categories of b and GlGH (b) are equivalent,
a fact already proved in [22].
5.6. From now on, we consider theO-algebraOGb. Recall that a pointed group Lλ overOG
is a pair formed by a subgroup L of G and by a point λ ∈ POG(L) (cf. 3.3); if j ∈ λ, (OG)λ
is the L-interior O-algebra (cf. [18, 4.2]) formed by the O-algebra j (OG)j endowed with the
group homomorphism L → (j (OG)j)∗ mapping x ∈ L on xj (cf. [18, 4.5]); for the different
choices of j , the conjugation by suitable elements of ((OGb)L)∗ induces isomorphisms, unique
up to inner automorphisms, between these L-interior O-algebras (cf. [18, 4.6]), so that (OG)λ
is well defined as an object in the quotient category of the category of L-interior O-algebras
and L-interior O-algebra homomorphisms modulo the inner automorphisms (cf. [18, 4.6]). The
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ij = j = ji for some i ∈ χ and some j ∈ λ (cf. [18, 5.2]) or, equivalently, we have a morphism
(OG)λ → ResKL (OG)χ in this quotient category compatible with the structural morphisms to
ResGL(OG). Then, denoting by γ the local point of P over OGb associated with e (cf. 3.3)—it
is unique by Brauer’s First Main Theorem—we respectively call defect pointed group and source
algebra of b the pointed group Pγ and the P -interior O-algebra (OG)γ ; it is well known that
(OG)γ and OGb are Morita equivalent and, more generally, that (OG)γ determines all the
current invariants associated with the O-block b (cf. [18, §12] or [21, §38]).
Theorem 5.7. With the notation and the hypothesis above, assume that H is Abelian. Let b be an
H -fixed O-block of G and Pγ an H -stable defect pointed group of b. Then H fixes some j ∈ γ .
Moreover, if H centralizes P then it centralizes j (OG)j for any H -fixed j ∈ γ .
Proof. Let e¯ be the block of C¯G(P ) = CG(P )/Z(P ), such that we have e¯BrP (γ ) = BrP (γ ),
where BrP is the composition BrP with the canonical map from kCG(P ) to kC¯G(P ). According
to Brauer’s First Main Theorem, e¯ is a block of defect zero and therefore, since K contains all
the |G|th roots of unity, kC¯G(P )e¯ is a matrix algebra over k; thus, since the dimension of this
k-algebra is prime to |H |, the action of H on kC¯G(P )e¯ can be lifted to a group homomorphism
H −→ (kC¯G(P )e¯)∗ (5.7.1)
and then, since H is Abelian and k contains all the |H |th roots of unity, it fixes a primitive
idempotent j¯ in kC¯G(P )e¯; but, we already know that BrP (γ ) is the set of all the primitive idem-
potents in kC¯G(P )e; moreover, the group (1 + Ker(BrP ))  H acts on the set of j ∈ γ lifting j¯ ,
and the subgroup 1 + Ker(BrP ) already acts transitively on this set (cf. [18, Corollary 2.14],
where it should be read “i ∈ I ,” “i′ ∈ I” and “a ∈ 1 + I”); then, it follows from [7, Lemma 3.3
and Proposition 3.5] that H fixes some j ∈ γ lifting j¯ .
Moreover, if H fixes j ∈ γ then it acts on the source algebra j (OG)j of b; thus, if H central-
izes P , it determines a group of automorphisms of this P -interior O-algebra; but, according to
[13, Proposition 14.9], the group of outer automorphisms of the P -interior O-algebra j (OG)j
is isomorphic to a subgroup of Hom(NG(Pγ )/P · CG(P ), k∗); hence, since |H | is prime to the
order of this group, the action of H determines a group homomorphism from H to the group of
inner automorphisms of j (OG)j , namely
H −→ (j (OG)P j)∗/Z(j (OG)j)∗; (5.7.2)
but, clearly we have (
j (OG)P j)∗ ∼= k∗ × (j + J (j (OG)P j)); (5.7.3)
consequently, since any finite subgroup of j + J (j (OG)P j) is a p-group, the fact that H is a
p′-group forces homomorphism (5.7.2) to be trivial and therefore H centralizes j (OG)j . 
5.8. By Theorem 3.5, Z◦(RG) and Z◦(RG) have a Zid(RG)-module structure and thus it
makes sense to set
Z◦(RGb) = b ·Z◦(RG) and Z◦(RGb) = b · Z◦(RG). (5.8.1)
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p-element u of G and an R-block g of CG(u) fulfilling gBr〈u〉(b) = g (cf. [5, Definition 2.1]);
then, once again applying Theorem 3.5, we still set (cf. (3.1.3))
Z
(u,g)◦,p (RGb) = mu◦,p
(
g · Zu◦,p
(RCG(u))),
Z
◦,p
(u,g)(RGb) = m◦,pu
(
g · Z◦,pu
(RCG(u))) (5.8.2)
which only depends on the G-conjugacy class of (u, g); thus, we get a refinement of the graded
R-module structures in 3.1 above
Z◦(RGb) =
⊕
(u,g)
Z
(u,g)◦,p (RGb) and Z◦(RGb) =
⊕
(u,g)
Z
◦,p
(u,g)(RGb), (5.8.3)
where (u, g) runs over a set of representatives for the G-conjugacy classes of Brauer elements
associated with b; we call them Brauer element gradings and the second actually coincides with
the so-called Brauer’s subsections. The following result already has been proved in [22] by Atumi
Watanabe and here we give an alternative proof, based on our setting and on Theorem 5.7 above.
Corollary 5.9. With the notation and the hypothesis above, let b be an H -stable O-block of G
such that H centralizes a defect group of b. Then, bH = GlGH (b) is an O-block of GH and GlGH
induces an O-algebra isomorphism
Z(OGb) ∼= Z(OGH bH ) (5.9.1)
mapping Zch(OGb) onto Zch(OGH bH ). Moreover, we have Z(RGb)-module isomorphisms
Z◦(OGb) ∼= Z◦
(OGH bH ) and Z◦(OGb) ∼= Z◦(OGHbH ) (5.9.2)
preserving the Brauer element gradings.
Remark 5.10. From this statement, it is not difficult to prove that b and bH are isotypic in Broué’s
sense [4] (see [15, 2.11.4]).
Proof of Corollary 5.9. First of all, it follows from Proposition 5.2 that H stabilizes a maximal
local pointed group Pγ over OGb and then, according to statement (5.5.1), H centralizes P .
Arguing by induction on |H | and considering a maximal normal subgroup of H , it is quite clear
that we may assume that |H | = q for some q ∈ π . In this case, since H is Abelian, it follows
from Theorem 5.7 that H centralizes a source algebra i(OG)i of b for a suitable i ∈ γ ; thus, we
have an obvious O-algebra isomorphism
i
(O(G  H))i ∼= i(OG)i ⊗O OH. (5.9.3)
In particular, since the multiplication by i induces an isomorphism (cf. [21, (38.2)])
Z(OGb) ∼= Z(i(OG)i), (5.9.4)
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Z
(O(G  H)b)∼= Z(i(O(G  H))i)∼= Z(OGb) ⊗O OH ; (5.9.5)
consequently, Z◦(O(G  H)b) and Z◦(O(G  H)b) become OH -modules.
On the other hand, for any local pointed element uε over OGb (cf. 3.4), there is x ∈ G such
that (uε)x ∈ Pγ (cf. [18, Theorem 6.8]); that is to say, any G-conjugacy class of local pointed
elements over OGb admits a representative uε such that u belongs to P and that there is j ∈ ε
fulfilling ji = j = ij ; then, H fixes uj and, since O contains all the qth root of unity, uε splits
on q nonconjugate local pointed elements over O(G  H)b; it is quite clear that we obtain in
this way a set of representatives for the G H -conjugacy classes of local pointed elements over
O(G  H)b. Consequently, according to Theorem 3.5, the images of yuj in Z◦(O(G  H)b),
when y runs over H and uε over a set of representatives as above for the G-conjugacy classes of
local pointed elements over OGb, form an O-basis of Z◦(O(G  H)b) and therefore we get a
canonical Z(OGb) ⊗O OH -module isomorphism
Z◦
(O(G  H)b)∼=⊕
y∈H
y · Z◦(OGb). (5.9.6)
But, it follows from 3.1 and from Corollary 3.6 that we have the direct sum decomposition
Z◦
(R(G  H)b)=⊕
y∈H
Z
y◦,q
(R(G  H)b) (5.9.7)
and, by the very definition of each term, the image of {yxb}x∈GH generates the R-module
Z
y◦,q (R(G  H)b) for any y ∈ H ; hence, for any y ∈ H , y · Z◦(OGb) contains this R-module
and therefore, by equality (5.9.7), the inclusion induces
O⊗R Zy◦,q
(R(G  H)b)∼= y ·Z◦(OGb) (5.9.8)
which is clearly a Z(OGb)-module isomorphism. A similar but easier argument proves that we
also get a Z(OGHGlGH (b))-module isomorphism
O⊗R Zy◦,q
(R(GH × H )GlGH (b))∼= y · Z◦(OGHGlGH (b)). (5.9.9)
Finally, replacing R by the integral closure S in K of the subring generated by R and |G|−1,
it follows from Corollary 3.6 again that we have a Zid(S(G  H))-module isomorphism
m
y◦,q : Zy◦,q
(S(GH ×H )GlGH (b))∼= Zy◦,q(S(G  H)b), (5.9.10)
where the Zid(S(G  H))-module structure in the left member comes from the Brauer homo-
morphism (cf. (3.3.3))
BrGHH :Zid
(S(G  H))−→ Zid(S(GH × H )); (5.9.11)
but, according to Proposition 4.10, since H centralizes Z(RGb) we still have the R-algebra
homomorphism (cf. (4.11.2))
GlGH :Z(RGb) −→ Z
(RGHGlGH (b)); (5.9.12)
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Z
y◦,q
(R(GH × H )GlGH (b))∼= Zy◦,q(R(G  H)b), (5.9.13)
where the Z(RGb)-module structure in the left member comes from homomorphism (5.9.12).
At this point, from isomorphisms (5.9.8), (5.9.9) and (5.9.13), we obtain Z(OGb)-module
isomorphisms
Z◦
(OGHGlGH (b))∼= y ·Z◦(OGHGlGH (b))∼= y · Z◦(OGb) ∼= Z◦(OGb) (5.9.14)
and, by duality, we still get a Z(OGb)-module isomorphism
Z◦
(OGHGlGH (b))∼= Z◦(OGb), (5.9.15)
where the Z(OGb)-module structures of the left members come from the O-algebra homomor-
phism
GlGH :Z(OGb) −→ Z
(OGHGlGH (b)); (5.9.16)
then, isomorphism (5.9.15) and statement (2.4.1) force this O-algebra homomorphism to be an
isomorphism; in particular, GlGH (b) is a block of GH . Actually, it is easily checked that isomor-
phism (5.9.15) maps b · 1◦ on GlGH (b) · 1◦.
It only remains to prove that isomorphisms (5.9.14) and (5.9.15) preserve the Brauer element
gradings; this follows from considering the refinements of the direct sum decompositions (5.9.7)
and (5.9.8) given by
y · Z◦(OGb) ∼=
⊕
(u,g)
y · Z(u,g)◦,p (OGb),
Z
y◦,q
(R(G  H)b)∼= ⊕
(u,g)
mu◦,p
(
g ·Zyu◦,{q,p}
(R(CG(u)  H ))) (5.9.17)
where y ∈ H and (u, g) runs over a set of representatives for the G-conjugacy classes of Brauer
elements such that gBr〈u〉(b) = g; indeed, mutatis mutandis, Z◦(OCG(u)Br〈u〉(b)) has anOH -
module structure and, according to Theorem 3.5, mu◦,p is an OH -module isomorphism, so that
we have (cf. (5.8.2))
y · Z(u,g)◦,p (OGb) = mu◦,p
(
yg · Zu◦,p
(OCG(u))) (5.9.18)
and, as above, it is easy to find a generator set contained in yg ·Zu◦,p(OCG(u)) of the R-module
g · Zyu◦,{q,p}(R(CG(u)  H)); consequently, we get the O-module isomorphism
y ·Z(u,g)◦,p (OGb) ∼=O⊗R mu◦,p
(
g ·Zyu◦,{q,p}
(R(CG(u)  H ))) (5.9.19)
and similarly
y ·Z(u,g)◦,p
(OGHbH )∼=O⊗R mu◦,p(g · Zyu (R(CGH (u) × H ))); (5.9.20)◦,{q,p}
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Z
yu
◦,{q,p}
(R(CGH (u) × H ))∼= Zyu◦,{q,p}(R(CG(u)  H )); (5.9.21)
consequently, isomorphism (5.9.14) maps Z(u,g)◦,p (OGHbH ) on Z(u,g)◦,p (OGb) for any Brauer
element (u, g) associated with b; then, it follows by duality that isomorphism (5.9.15) maps
Z
◦,p
(u,g)(OGHbH ) on Z◦,p(u,g)(OGb). 
5.10. A last comment; in Watanabe’s situation, if G is p-solvable then from the equivalence
between the Brauer categories of b and bH (cf. 5.5), from the structure of the source algebras
of b and bH (cf. [16, §7]) and from Corollary 4.16, it is not difficult to prove that the blocks b and
bH are basic Morita equivalent in the sense of [17]. However, Shigeo Koshitani had the kindness
of pointing out to me a Dade’s example of a Watanabe’s situation without Morita equivalence.
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